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ABSTRACT 
Directional motion of nanoscale motors and driven particles in an isothermal environment 
costs a finite amount of energy despite zero work as decreed by the 2nd law, but quantifying 
this general limit remains difficult. Here we derive a universal equality linking directional 
fidelity of an arbitrary nanoscale object to the least possible energy driving it. The fidelity-
energy equality depends on the environmental temperature alone; any lower energy would 
violate the 2nd law in a thought experiment. Real experimental proof for the equality comes 
from force-induced motion of biological nanomotors by three independent groups – for 
translational as well as rotational motion. Interestingly, the natural self-propelled motion of a 
biological nanomotor (F1-ATPase) known to have nearly 100% energy efficiency evidently 
pays the 2nd-law decreed least energy cost for direction production. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Machines –big or small– must produce directional motion to do work. Nanomotors1 
or externally driven nanoscale particles typically execute directional motion in an isothermal 
environment as any temperature gradient in the immediate surrounding would be readily 
leveled by fast heat transfer over the small dimension. Directional motion in an isothermal 
environment is generally limited by the 2nd law of thermodynamics as the law requires an 
energy cost to sustain the direction even if no work is done. The energy cost must be other 
than the environmental heat; otherwise a load might be attached to the moving object to draw 
work continually from heat of the single-temperature environment. This would turn the object 
into a perpetual machine of the second type, which violates the 2nd law. Hence an energy 
price for pure direction exists and it must be above zero.  
But what is the least price of pure direction for nanoscale motors and particles? Is it of 
any practical relevance to nanoscience and –technology? The answers are subject to how the 
‘pure direction’ is quantified. Here we use a concept of fidelity to quantify motional direction 
of arbitrary nanoscale objects that are intrinsically stochastic. Rather surprisingly, the least 
energy price thereby formulated follows a universal equality, which is further verified by 
experiments reported by multiple independent groups on force-induced motion of biological 
nanomotors. Interestingly, the natural self-propelled motion of a biological nanomotor known 
to have ~ 100% energy efficiency evidently pays the 2nd law-decreed least price for pure 
direction, and this channel of energy consumption accounts for a significant portion of the 
motor’s total energy input. 
The concept of directional fidelity was previously2,3 used to study molecular motors, 
and a cycle analysis turned out to be useful in exposing  connections3 between a motor’s 
directional fidelity and thermodynamic quantities like entropy productions. In this study, we 
generalize the fidelity concept to arbitrary nanoscale objects, and find a similar cycle analysis 
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applicable to any sustained directional motion, be it induced4,5,6 externally by an applied 
force/field or internally by a self-propelled motor. Further conceptual and quantitative 
developments for general isothermal motion lead to the equality linking to the 2nd law. 
 
II. METHODS 
A. General stochastic kinematics of nanoscale objects and directional fidelity 
Directional fidelity is pertinent to any nanoscale objects because their motion is done 
by microscopic transitions that in principle are stochastic and reversible. In general, the 
stochastic kinematics of a directionally moving nanoscale object in an isothermal 
environment may be quantified against a frame of reference defined by the free energy versus 
position of the object along its direction of motion (see Fig. 1A for an example). The path of 
the object is characterized by the array of traversed free-energy minima where the object, 
prior to any energy input, is most probably found according to Boltzmann’s law. The 
stochastic transitions activated by thermal fluctuations or/and an energy input generate not 
only forward displacements from one free-energy minimum to another but also backward 
displacements. Besides, null displacements occur in which a forward or backward 
displacement is initiated but not completed with the object instead returning to its original 
free-energy minimum. The all and only essence of direction of the moving object appears to 
be captured by the probability for net forward displacements. This probability is the 
directional fidelity, or alternatively called directionality2,3, which is quantified as  
D = (pf  - pb)/(pf + pb + p0).      (1)  
Here pf, pb are the probabilities for forward and backward displacements between adjacent 
free-energy minima and p0 is the probability for the associated null displacements. These 
displacements within adjacent free-energy minima are basic and can combine to account for 
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any larger motion along the array of free-energy minima. The probabilities pf, pb and p0 can 
be obtained by averaging over many of the displacements of an object without knowing its 
driving mechanism. The directional fidelity thus defined is applicable to arbitrary nanoscale 
objects moving in an isothermal environment regardless of the mechanisms by which the 
direction is induced. 
The direction is perfect with D = 1, and is lost entirely for D = 0 (i.e. pure Brownian 
motion in which the forward displacements cancel the backward ones). D is similar to the 
Peclet number quantifying transport phenomena in fluid flows, but the former is capped by 
one and the latter may be above one. By counting null displacements too, D also differs from 
the forward-to-backward stepping ratio R = pf/pb and the ratio (pf - pb)/ (pf + pb) used in 
previous studies7-10. 
 
B. Relevance of cycles to sustained directional motion 
For sake of a general discussion, the free-energy minima along the path of a directionally 
moving nanoscale object are called stations (marked by A), and the free-energy maxima 
between any two neighbouring stations are called bridges (marked by B). As shown in Fig. 
1A, the object’s motion along the array of stations may be traced back to four types of 
transitions between adjacent stations and bridges, namely a forward station-to-bridge 
transition (marked by rate kAB+) and the reverse backward transition (kBA-), plus a forward 
bridge-to-station transition (kBA+) and the reverse transition (kAB-). To sustain a directional 
motion, the transitions must form self-closed cycles that repetitively produce inter-station 
displacements by rounds of energy consumption. Four elemental cycles may be identified 
(Fig. 1A). kAB+  kBA+ forms a cycle (marked by cycle flux Jc+) that produces forward 
displacements from one station to an adjacent station; kAB-  kBA- forms a cycle (Jc-) 
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producing reverse backward displacements. kAB+  kBA- and kAB-  kBA+ form cycles too 
(J0c and J0c), which but produce null displacements. A direction sustainable by a stable 
supply of energy is quantified by a steady-state directionality. As the probabilities for forward, 
backward and null displacements (pf, pb and p0) are respectively proportional to the cycle 
fluxes Jc+, Jc-, and J0c + J0c, the steady-state directionality can be expressed in terms of 
steady-state fluxes of the four elemental cycles. Namely,  
D = (Jc+ - Jc-)/( Jc+ + Jc- + Jc0 + Jc0).    (2)  
 
C. Directional fidelity-entropy relation 
For a periodic array of stations/bridges, an object’s motion is sufficiently described by 
a transition diagram in terms of only four doorway states of a pair of adjacent station and 
bridge (Fig. 1B), although the station/bridge may accommodate more states. The doorway 
states are those by which the forward moving object enters and exits a station (marked A[in] 
and A[out]) or bridge (B[in] and B[out]). The transition diagram has four transition pathways 
linking four doorway states. As shown in Fig. 1C, the four cycle fluxes can be obtained by 
decomposing the transition fluxes accompanying the four transitions along the two station-
bridge pathways (A[out]B[in] and B[out]A[in]): JAB+ = Jc+ + J0c, JBA- = Jc- + J0c,  JBA+ 
= Jc+ + J0c, and  JAB- = Jc- + J0c. Here JAB+ = pA[out] kAB+ is the flux accompanying the 
A[out]B[in] transition with pA[out] being the occupation probability for A[out] state; other 
three transition fluxes are similarly defined. This yields D = (JBA+ - JAB-)/( JBA+ + JBA-). 
Applying steady-state condition JAB+ + JAB- = JBA+ + JBA- further yields D = (JAB+/JBA- - 1) 
(JBA+/JAB- - 1)/ (JAB+JBA+ / JBA-JAB- - 1). Note that the total entropy productions11,12 of the 
object plus environment due to the net forward flux through the two station-bridge pathways 
are SAB = kBln(JAB+/JBA- ) and SBA = kBln(JBA+/JAB- ) (kB is Boltzmann constant). Replacing 
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the flux ratios in D with the entropy productions yields an exclusive directionality-entropy 
relation, 
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D. Directional fidelity-energy equality 
The amount of energy that is actually consumed to produce a net forward 
displacement is the sum of the environmental temperature (T) times the entropy productions 
accompanying the net forward fluxes along all the four transition pathways of the forward-
displacement cycle (Jc+). 
G = TSAB + TSBA + TSAA + TSBB.    (4) 
Here SAA and SBB are the entropy productions along the intra-station and intra-bridge 
transition pathways. Note that the temperature times an entropy production is heat. The 
energy consumption G is all dissipated into heat irreversibly to sustain the resultant net 
forward fluxes along the forward-displacement cycle, i.e. a pure direction that is measured by 
the resultant D. Hence G of eq. 4 is identified as the energy consumption sustaining a pure 
direction (D). Following the definitions of entropy productions and transition fluxes, G is 
related to the forward-to-backward transition rate ratio along each pathway as G = 
kBTln[(kAB+/kBA-)(kBB+/kBB-)(kBA+/kAB-)(kAA+/kAA-)], which suggests G as the total free-
energy drop12 actually coupled with the forward-displacement cycle. Hence for nansocale 
particles or motors in general, their energy consumption for D is identified as the irreversible 
heat generation during a full forward inter-station displacement.  
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The maximum direction out of a given amount of energy consumption (G) is 
obtained by maximizing D in eq. 3 using the two entropy productions SAB and SBA as 
variables under the energy constraint of eq. 4. When G is shared by only two entropy 
productions, i.e. SAB = SBA = G/2T, the optimization yields the maximum direction as 
Dmax(G) = tanh(G/4kBT). Namely, 
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Inversely, G on the right-hand side of Eq. 5 may be interpreted as the minimum energy 
necessary to produce the direction on the left-hand side. Namely Gmin(D) = 4kBTartanh(D), 
or in a more transparent form 
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The two limits Dmax(G) and Gmin(D) hold also for non-periodic stations/bridges. In 
this case, an ensemble of doorway states for the stations/bridges must be considered.  The 
four-pathway transition diagram like Fig. 1B still applies; but each pathway contains many 
transitions, and its associated transition fluxes are each a sum over individual transitions and 
states. A cycle analysis for the case of non-periodic stations/bridges was previously done in 
ref.3, yielding an upper bound for the overall D that is the same as the fidelity-entropy 
relation eq. 3 except SAB and SBA being replaced by the highest entropy productions by 
individual pairs of reverse transitions in the two station-bridge pathways. Multiple transition 
pairs of differing entropy productions invariably yield D below this upper bound (i.e. eq. 3) – 
thereby below Dmax(G) of eq. 5. Hence Dmax(G) is valid for non-periodic stations/bridges, 
and so is Gmin(D). Nevertheless, periodic stations/bridges are practically a convenient way 
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to approach Dmax(G) and Gmin(D) because the D upper bound of ref.3 is readily recovered 
as eq. 3 with either station-bridge pathway reduced to a single transition pair (Fig. 1B). 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A. The fidelity-energy equality in force-induced directional motion 
Validity of eqs. 5 and 6 may be examined for an arbitrary nanoscale particle being 
pulled by an external force in a periodic environmental potential (Fig. 2). In this case a single 
state may be assigned to a station or bridge, hence SAA = SBB = 0. Other entropy 
productions are SAB = G+AB/T + kBlnAB and SBA = G+BA/T - kBlnAB. Here AB = pA/pB 
is a steady-state population ratio, G+AB = kBTln(k+AB/k-BA) and G+BA =  kBTln(k+BA/k-AB) are 
free-energy gaps between adjacent bridges/stations. Following eq. 4, the energy consumption 
for the force-induced direction is the free-energy drop between two adjacent stations: G = 
fd = G+AB + G+BA = T(SAB + SBA) where f is the pulling force and d the inter-station 
separation. This G produces the maximum D of eq. 5 or becomes Gmin(D) of eq. 6 for the 
resultant D when SAB = SBA = G/2T, which holds if G+AB = G+BA = G/2 and AB = 1. 
A sufficient condition to meet the two requirements is an entirely flat environmental potential, 
which renders the particle free of any local binding along the path of motion, hence avoids 
dissipation associated with bond rupture13. Pulling such a particle with a force of a fixed 
direction is conceivably a most efficient scenario of direction induction if the force and 
resultant motion are collinear. A flat potential eliminates stations/bridges altogether and 
renders arbitrary the inter-station separation d; yet eqs. 5 and 6 remain valid. This further 
confirms generality of the two limits. 
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B. The minimum energy for a directionality fidelity may be converted to work 
The minimum energy price Gmin(D), though dissipated into entropy to produce D, 
may be converted to work by 100% when D is nullified by a resisting load. Consider the 
above ideal case of a pulled particle in a flat potential. A load F opposing the particle’s 
directional motion reduces the pull to feff  = f  - F. The direction generated by the reduced pull, 
Deff, is again given by eq. 5, except G being replaced by Geff  =  feff d. Since Gmin(D) = 
fd, Geff = Gmin(D) - Fd. Increasing load to Fs =Gmin(D)/d reduces Geff to zero; and Deff 
becomes zero too by eq.2. Hence Fs is the stall force at which the direction vanishes. Under F 
= Fs the particle achieves the maximum work, which is exactly the minimum energy for the 
initial direction, namely Wmax = Fs d = Gmin(D). 
 
C. The equality captures the absolute least energy price decreed by the 2nd law 
Is Gmin of eq. 6 the least energy price for a direction D in general? If this were not 
true, a smaller amount of energy, G (< Gmin) would produce the same level of D in a 
sustainable way. Nullifying such a D can produce work up to Gmin by the above analysis. 
Thus the energy G would produce the amount of work Gmin. This would violate the 
energy conservation if no heat of the environment is converted to work. If a finite amount of 
heat, Q = Gmin - G >0, of the thermally equilibrated environment is converted to work so 
as to satisfy the energy conservation, the 2nd law of thermodynamics would be violated 
because a cyclic heat-to-work conversion would occur under a single temperature. Thus, 
retaining D by an energy less than Gmin(D) violates the 2nd law, and must be falsified for any 
possible mechanism of direction induction. This Gedanken experiment concludes that the 
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energy price given by eq. 6 is the absolute least universally as long as the 2nd law forbids any 
cyclic heat-to-work conversion in a single-temperature environment.  
As a least energy price decreed by the 2nd law, Gmin(D) in unit of environmental 
temperature times the Boltzmann constant (kBT) is exclusively linked to directionality 
without any explicit dependence on induction mechanisms, geometry/energy of the 
stations/bridges, transition rates, speed and step size (i.e. inter-station distance). Such an 
exclusive energy-directionality relation tends to qualify Gmin(D) as the 2nd law-decreed least 
energy cost for pure direction and qualify D as an appropriate quantification of the pure 
direction: the size independence of Gmin(D) separates it from pure work that depends 
explicitly on the step size; the speed independence separates Gmin(D) from pure dissipation 
that depends explicitly on speed. Nevertheless, Gmin(D) overlaps with both work and 
dissipation: it is entirely an entropy-generating dissipation to sustain D when no work is done, 
but contributes to work when it is done against a D-reducing load. This mixed role further 
relates Gmin(D) to the channel of energy consumption for pure direction as direction for a 
motion is necessary to produce work against a load and heat against friction. Gmin(D) 
recovers the limit of directionless Brownian motion (i.e., Gmin = 0 at D = 0), and of cost-free 
direction in absolute vacuum (i.e., Gmin  0 at T 0). Gmin(D) becomes infinite for 
perfect direction (D =1) due to stochastic nature of microscopic motion. This does not 
contradict the common observation of seemingly perfect direction for macroscopic objects: 
the associated energy consumption (e.g. inevitable dissipation by friction) becomes 
macroscopic too, typically on the magnitude of Avogadro number times kBT (i.e. G ~ 
6.021023 kBT); yet a G of mere 100 kBT already affords a virtually perfect D of 1 – 3.810-
22! 
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D. Experimental proof of the fidelity-energy equality 
An ideal testing ground for the equality is low-dissipation directional motion of 
submicroscopic objects induced by an external force. As previously discussed, such a motion 
has a chance to approach the least price by a collinear coupling between the force and the 
resultant motion. High-resolution data of force-induced collinear motion are reported8-10 for 
biological nanomotors F1-ATPase (a rotational motor) and kinesin (a translational motor 
along a linear track), which both move by steps of a fixed size14,15 with a low6,9,13,14 
dissipation associated with bond rupture inside the motors and at the motor-substrate 
interface. The stepwise pattern of motion allows directionality (D) and associated energy 
consumption (G) to be deduced from the applied force (F) and the measured steps. Both 
motors make forward steps along their natural direction; but a large opposing force F induces 
a reverse motion if F overcomes the maximal resisting force produced by either motor 
(namely the so-called stall force/torque Fs). The energy consumption per step is the force 
surplus (F - Fs) times the step size (d), namely G = (F - Fs)d.  
The displacement probabilities pf, pb, p0 for F1 and kinesin motors are not available 
from experiments, but their directionality can be deduced from the so-called forward-to-
backward stepping ratio (R).  In the single-motor experiments yielding R for F19 and 
kinesin8,15,16, the detected forward and backward steps are not cycle-enabled full inter-station 
displacements (i.e., Jc+, pf and Jc-, pb). This is made clear by a recent F1 experiment9. 
Theoretical studies3,17 suggest that the detected steps are actually individual displacements 
that can be associated with the station-bridge pathways. Hence the measured stepping ratio is 
not R = Jc+/Jc-, but R = JAB+/JBA- or JBA+/JAB- or R = (JAB+ + JBA+)/(JBA- + JAB-) depending on 
which pathway produces major detectable displacements. Following the relations between 
transition fluxes and cycle fluxes, the three interpretations are R = (Jc+ + Jc0,)/(Jc- + Jc0,), R = 
(Jc+ + Jc0,)/(Jc- + Jc0,) or R = (Jc+ + J0/2)/(Jc- + J0/2) with J0/2 = (Jc0, + Jc0,)/2. Thus the 
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detected forward and backward steps both contain futile steps, in consistence with the F1 
experiment9. These interpretations become equivalent and converge to the same D-R relation 
as D = (R -1)/(R + 1) if the direction induction is close to the least price: SAB = SBA leads 
necessarily to JAB+/JBA- = JBA+/JAB- and thereby Jc0, = Jc0, = J0/2. Validity of the D-R relation 
for F1 and kinesin is alternatively established by the fact that futile steps are rare 9,15 for both 
motors ( p0 << pf). Ignoring futile steps (p0) leads to the same D-R relation but as an 
approximation: now R  pf/pb, D = (pf - pb)/(pf + pb + p0)  (pf - pb)/(pf + pb), hence D  (R – 
1)/(R + 1). This is a good approximation because the absolute error from ignoring futile steps 
is D  p0(pf - pb)/(pf + pb + p0)2 that is small at either high or low F.  A high F produces a 
good direction (p0 << pf) hence a small error; a low F produces a negligible direction (pf - pb 
 0) and thereby a small error too.  
For both F1-ATPase and kinesin, the force-induced D versus G measured at various 
F values matches the Gmin(D) equality despite the data fluctuations typical of the single-
molecule experiments (Fig. 2B, C). The data were collected by three independent groups8-10 
from three different motor systems, yet all follow the trend of the equality. Notably, the 
agreement is found not only for natural kinesin but also for a mutant10 whose stall force (Fs) 
is reduced from ~ 7 pN to 4 pN, 3.2 pN and 2.4 pN depending on operation conditions. The 
latter value (Fs = 2.4 pN) is already close to the viscous drag13 (~ 1 pN). The overall 
agreement of the diverse experiments with the same equality is unlikely accidental – it is 
rather an experimental proof for the equality and its general applicability to microscopic 
motion – translational as well as rotational. 
 
E. The least energy price in natural self-propelled motion of biological nanomotors 
Interesting enough, F1-ATPase, in its natural self-propelled forward motion, also pays the 
least energy price for direction production. For this motor-induced motion, the energy 
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consumption per step is the chemical energy from the fuel consumption () minus the work 
done against a small opposing torque (F < Fs), namely G =  - Fd. The data9 of G versus 
D for F1-ATPase’s natural forward motion against various F match the Gmin(D) equality 
(Fig. 3). The data indicate R  273 for a low torque F   5 pN nm/rad, and an extrapolation 
yields R  1497 for zero-torque operation (see fig. 6B of ref.9). These results suggest an 
fidelity and its associated price as D  99.27%, Gmin(D)  11.22 kBT for F   5 pN nm/rad 
and D  99.88%, Gmin(D)  14.84 kBT for F = 0 pN. The two values of Gmin(D) are ~ 67-
74% and ~ 89-98% of the fuel energy9 (  15.89  0.75 kBT), suggesting the energy price 
for pure direction as a major channel of energy consumption for F1-ATPase’s operation at 
low load. And this motor’s energy for zero-load D virtually accounts for its stall force that 
nearly exhausts9 the fuel energy: Fs  /d  Gmin(D(F=0))/d.  
The price for pure direction as a primary channel of energy consumption for 
nanomotors appears surprising at first glance, but is readily understood since Gmin(D) 
requires a few tens of kBT, regardless of a motor’s size, for a D that is not apparently 
defective, but the energy consumption (i.e. work plus dissipation) processed by the motor per 
step quickly drops to that level with the motor’s size shrinking to submicrometers. Hence the 
energy cost for pure direction is practically unique to nanoscale objects/machines, and 
becomes negligible for microscale or larger ones. 
 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, quantifying pure direction with fidelity or directionality leads to a 
universal equality that captures the least possible energy price required by the 2nd law for 
sustaining the direction in an isothermal environment despite no work is done. Any lower 
price would violate the 2nd law in a thought experiment; real experimental proof comes from 
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nanomotor measurements by a model-free comparison. A key to make high-performance 
nanomotors is to attain a high directional fidelity by the 2nd-law decreed least energy price, as 
proven by biological nanomotor F1-ATPase that is known9,14 to have ~ 100% efficiency for 
chemical energy-to-work conversion (i.e.   Fsd). Indeed, a high directional fidelity per 
energy consumption amounts to an effective suppression of nonproductive futile steps and 
counter-productive backward steps of a motor, improving not only its energy utilization5,6,18 
but also other2,3 performance like speed and force generation. The fidelity-energy equality 
indicates a threshold of energy input for fidelity improvement, and provides a general, 
quantitative guideline for design of nanoscale motors and devices.   
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FIGURES  
 
Figure 1. Stochastic kinematics (A), transition representation (B), and elemental cycles 
(C) for an arbitrarily driven directional motion of a microscopic object in an isothermal 
environment. A saw-toothed periodic potential is shown in A as an example for the 
environment-object interaction along the motional path of the object (sphere). In a 
displacement-free energy plot the path is characterized by an array of stations and bridges (A); 
and the motion is sufficiently described by transitions between a pair of adjacent station and 
bridge (A, B). The transitions form four elemental cycles (A, C) that quantify the 
directionality of a sustainable motion. k is the transition rates and J the cycle fluxes 
(superscripts +, –, 0 mark transitions/cycles resulting in forward, backward and null 
displacements according to the motional direction). 
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Figure 2. The energy-direction equality versus experiments of force-induced directional 
motion. A. Schematic illustration of a microscopic object under a constant pulling force (F) 
or equivalently an external field of constant slope in an isothermal environment represented 
by a saw-toothed potential of period d. The external field is superimposed to the 
environmental potential. The energy consumption is G = Fd per step of motion over 
distance d. B, C. Force-induced motion of biological nanomotors F1-ATPase (a rotational 
motor) and kinesin (a translational motor). A finite D is produced by a pulling force or torque 
(F) that opposes the natural direction of the motors and overcomes the maximal resisting 
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force (Fs) that either motor produces by itself. The energy consumption driving such a 
reversed motion is G = (F - Fs)d with the step size d =120o for F1-ATPase14 and d = 8.2 
nm for kinesin15. The equality (curve) is confronted with the D versus G data collected at 
different F values for F1-ATPase (diamonds in B, from ref.9, Fs = 31.2 pN nm/rad, different 
colours for data collected from different individual motor molecules), for natural kinesin 
(diamonds in C, from ref.8, Fs = 7.2 pN for a saturating fuel concentration) and for mutant 
kinesin (squares, from ref.10, Fs = 4 pN (blue), 3.2 pN (green), 2.4 pN (cyan) for three 
different fuel concentrations). 
 
 
Figure 3. The equality versus natural motion of biological nanomotor F1-ATPase. This 
rotary motor produces a finite D along its natural direction when it overcomes a small 
opposing torque F. The energy consumption driving the forward motion is G =  - Fd 
with  as the chemical energy from the fuel consumption and d the step size. The equality 
(curve) is confronted with the D versus G data collected at different F values for F1-ATPase 
(filled circles, from ref.9, colours mark data collected from different individual motor 
molecules;  = 65.2 pN nm and d = 120o). 
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